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Reality and Education 2013

a poorly designed system produces poor results problems with the public education system are reported every day in periodicals and books improving student achievement is too important a societal issue to continue stumbling along the
same unending path of let s try this educational fad and then move to the next proposed solution the uniqueness of this book is that the myths surrounding education and learning are exposed it s like cleaning the lenses of your glasses so
you can get a clear view of the world once myths are moved aside reality can settle in and a practical model for improving education can be developed

Hope and Education 2002-11

this book is a welcome addition to the thinking about education and education policy making at a time when the future of education is highly politicised and very negative

Globalization and Education 2000

first published in 2000 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

What Is Education? 2011-11-07

one day in 1938 john dewey addressed a room of professional educators and urged them to take up the task of finding out just what education is reading this lecture in the late 1940s philip w jackson took dewey s charge to heart and spent
the next sixty years contemplating his words the stimulating result of a lifetime of thinking about educating what is education is a profound philosophical exploration of how we transmit knowledge in human society and how we think
about accomplishing that vital task most contemporary approaches to education follow a strictly empirical track aiming to discover pragmatic solutions for teachers and school administrators jackson argues that we need to learn not just how
to improve on current practices but also how to think about what education means in short we need to answer dewey by constantly rethinking education from the ground up guiding us through the many facets of dewey s comments
jackson also calls on hegel kant and paul tillich to shed light on how a society does can and should transmit truth and knowledge to successive generations teasing out the implications in these thinkers works ultimately leads jackson to the
conclusion that education is at root a moral enterprise at a time when schools increasingly serve as a battleground for ideological contests what is education is a stirring call to refocus our minds on what is for jackson the fundamental goal of
education making students as well as teachers and therefore everyone better people

Contrasting School Culture and Education 2023-05-31

this book presents a comparative ethnographic understanding of government and low fee private schools in india within the context of ever increasing privatization and commercialization of education and the growing presence of non
state actors drawing on rich empirical data the book provides an ethnographic account of a government and a low fee private school in hyderabad india and explores life in these two distinct spaces through the lens of culture while private
schools catering to the poorer sections have been proliferating little is known about how these low fee private schools operate how choices and negotiations unfold the classroom discourses subjective meanings of different stakeholders and
the kind of education provided in these schools vis à vis the government schools the book focuses on the educational experiences schooling choices processes and voices of the children and teachers at these schools to reflect on how school
culture influences the quality of education based on intensive fieldwork and qualitative data the book provides contextual insights into what exactly happens inside the schools and classrooms of two contrasting schooling provisions in india
and helps understand the world views of different stakeholders as they negotiate their daily lives the book will be of interest to students researchers and teachers of education sociology of education childhood studies urban education and
teacher education it will also be useful for education policymakers educationists education professionals and those working on private schooling in india
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Alternatives to Animal Use in Research, Testing, and Education 1986

this book provides an answer to one of the key questions of our time namely what constitutes a good education presenting a four dimensional model it directly considers the essential elements a good education should include through
forging this framework and outlaying its origins implications and practice the book explains how a good contemporary education can be defined and implemented from the premise that such educational essentials are neither the preserve
of the elite nor a minimum standard white s exploration keeps the child at the heart of the discussion focusing on every pupil s worth identity interactions and development the author offers a detailed and rigorous perspective reflecting
on extensive professional experience starting with a consideration of the current educational climate and progressing through the book s three parts looking for a good education creating a model of good education applications implications
and implementation of the model a good education recognises the transformative power of education and reflects on the importance of human factors teachers provision for their pupils and students ability to flourish this book is addressed to
those actively engaged in or concerned about educational provision graduates entering teaching school leaders policy makers and parents it also speaks more broadly to all those who know that a good education really matters

A Good Education 2018-01-29

over recent years biographical studies have gained an increasingly important place in academic study the two are inextricably linked education uses biography in teaching and in biography education features strongly as a formative stage
in personal development this book elaborates on the analytical work that has drawn attention to biography and education and seeks to expand the understanding of lives in educational contexts mainstream sociology has been quick to
embrace this treatment of individuals as biographical appearances but it is even more relevant in the field of education

Biography and Education 2005-08-12

the office of educational research and improvement oeri in the u s department of education has a mandate for expanding knowledge of teaching and learning and for improving education in this country this book focuses on how oeri can
better fulfill that mission in light of what is known about why prior education reforms have often failed what is needed to enhance the effectiveness of such efforts and what education research and development can contribute to better
schools the history mission governance organization functions operations and budgets of oeri are analyzed recommendations are made for restructuring oeri expanding funding involving scholars from many fields and engaging teachers
and school principals in improvement efforts

Research and Education Reform 1992-02-01

teachers schools and education authorities invariably hide their considerable lights and their public relations techniques are often inadequate for broadcasting the invaluable work accomplished in schools this book offers clear cut and highly
practical advice for every teacher from pre school to sixth form on how to get the educational message across to parents over the past decades it has become an acute professional concern for teachers to involve parents as closely as possible
in the educational process the book acknowledges that educational salesmanship must be adapted to the cultural norms of its customers and that many teachers because of their background and training have reservations about their role as
publicists set out here is a logical and orderly path of action to help everyone from the most extrovert to the most diffident

Education for Sale 2012-05-04

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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Democracy and Education 2018-10-09

hannah arendt and education renewing our common world is the first book to bring together a collection of essays on hannah arendt and education the contributors contend that arendt offers a unique perspective one which enhances the
liberal and critical traditions call for transforming education so that it can foster the values of democratic citizenship and social justice they focus on a wide array of arendtian concepts such as natality action freedom public space authority
and judgment which are particularly relevant for education in a democratic society teachers educators and citizens in general who are interested in democratic or civic education would benefit from reading this book

Education, History, and Becoming Human 2006

spirituality and education introduces the basic contours of current debate in a form accessible to both classroom teachers across the curriculum range and to school managers it covers all key areas including problems of defining spirituality
government legislation and supporting documentation relevant empirical research the social dimension of spirituality secular and religious manifestations of spirituality in contemporary society theories of childhood spiritual development
contemporary approaches to spiritual education including collective worship and cross curricular teaching a variety of different perspectives and approaches will be offered and readers are encouraged to be reflective through a number of
tasks which relate all issues raised directly back to their own specific circumstances the author includes questions quotes and lists of further reading

Experience and Education 1976

written specifically for education studies students this accessible text offers a clear introduction to philosophy and education it skilfully guides readers through this challenging and sometimes complex area bringing key philosophical ideas
and questions to life in the context and practice of education there is also a companion website to accompany the book featuring live weblinks for each activity which can be visited at routledge com cw haynes the authors consider the
implications of educational trends and movements through a variety of philosophical lenses such as marxism utopianism feminism and poststructuralism the book explores enduring themes such as childhood and contemporary issues such as
the teaching of critical thinking and philosophy in schools features include a range of individual and group activities that invite questioning and discussion case studies and examples from a variety of formal and informal education settings
and contexts reference to philosophically informed practices of research reading writing and teaching suggestions for further reading in philosophy and education overviews and and key questions for each chapter drawing on readers
experiences of education the book reveals the connections between philosophical ideas and educational policy and practice part of the foundations in education studies series this timely textbook is essential reading for students coming to the
study of philosophy and education for the first time

Hannah Arendt And Education 2018-03-05

this first book length collection on levinas and education gathers new texts written especially for this volume by an international group of scholars well known for their work in philosophy educational theory and on levinas it provides an
introduction to some of levinas s major themes of ethics justice hope hospitality forgiveness and more as its contributing authors address some fundamental educational issues such as what it means to be a teacher what it means to learn from
a teacher the role of language in the curriculum literature ethics and education moral education and human relations in schools ethics of responsibility and philosophical pedagogical discourse educational hospitality and interculturalism
unconditional responsibility and education educating for participatory democratic citizenship the pedagogy of peace logic rationality and ethics connecting teaching to spirituality levinas always insisted that his aim was not to provide a
program and accordingly it is not the intent of the authors to look in levinas s texts for a set of guidelines rules or precepts to be applied to education rather this study invites educators and researchers in philosophy and philosophy of
education to a thoughtful and critical reading of levinas and to engage with his unique style of analysis and questioning as they uncover with these authors the necessity and the possibility of thinking education anew in terms of ethics
justice responsibility hope and faith

Spirituality and Education 2003-09-02

raymond williams major contributions to intellectual progress are usually categorised within cultural theory media studies or neo marxist studies serious analysis of his contributions to education as a field of practice as well as a field of study
have been relatively neglected this is the first book to redress that omission focusing on how his writing and thought have helped us to understand education in britain and also provide analytical tools that have helped to shape educational
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studies in the usa and internationally ian menter draws on williams several novels including border country as well as on his seminal contributions to cultural theory including culture and society the long revolution keywords and
marxism and literature menter also examines how williams life shaped his understanding of education including his early involvement in adult education and his deeply ambivalent relationship with the academy public education is
positioned as a key arena of social struggle where decisions shaping the nature of our futures and crucial to creating a democratic and just society the book includes a foreword by michael apple who is john boscom professor emeritus of
curriculum and instruction at the university of wisconsin madison usa which makes reference to the importance of williams work in relation to education in the usa

Cleveland Education Survey. Wage Earning and Education 2017-08-15

this book critically examines contemporary educational practices with a children s rights lens through investigating the factors that contribute to or hinder the realisation of children s rights in and through education in different contexts it
discusses how using a rights framework for education furthers the agenda for achieving international educational aims and goals using diverse international examples the book provides a snapshot of the complexity of children s rights and
education it draws on the expertise of international research teams from australia england finland italy mexico poland portugal scotland spain sweden switzerland and the united states and highlights wide ranging interpretations of the
same mandate across different national contexts beginning with a critical overview of the broader context of children s rights in education the book explores obligations for states and their representatives tensions and convergences in
implementation and implications for teaching and learning using underutilised educational and theoretical concepts it contributes to broadening understandings of children s rights education and associated theoretical frameworks despite a
human rights framework emphasising the indivisibility interrelatedness and interconnectedness of all rights the right to education article 28 dominates discussions about children s rights and education as such equally important rights
including the aims of education article 29 are often less considered or absent from the conversation recognising that children s education rights involve more than just access and provision this book advocates for a much broader
understanding of the nuances underpinning children s education related rights chapter 10 is available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com

Philosophy and Education 2014-11-13

anyone interested in how learning happens and what obstructs it will find a rich source of ideas insight and encouragement in this volume

Levinas and Education 2008-04-02

the world bank and education critiques and alternatives represents a powerful challenge to world bank proposals probing core issues equity quality finance privatization teaching and learning gender and human rights highlights the
disabilities of neoliberal globalization the authors demonstrate the ideological nature of the evidence marshaled by the world bank and the accompanying policy advice

Raymond Williams and Education 2022-01-13

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Children’s Rights from International Educational Perspectives 2021-12-01

this book takes an in depth look at how education and psychology relate to each other and at the current state of this relationship through comprehensive analysis of the ideological historical social and professional contexts of this interaction
the author develops the theme that despite basic differences in aims the fields are interconnected
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Between Hope and Havoc 1995

to lend weight to his charge that the public school teacher has been betrayed and gravity to his indictment of the educational establishment for that betrayal jurgen herbst goes back to the beginnings of teacher education in america in the
1830s and traces its evolution up to the 1920s by which time the essential damage had been done initially attempts were made to upgrade public school teaching to a genuine profession but that ideal was gradually abandoned in its stead
with the advent of newly emerging graduate schools of education in the early decades of the twentieth century came the so called professionalization of public education at the expense of the training of elementary school teachers mostly
women teacher educators shifted their attention to the turning out of educational specialists mostly men administrators faculty members at normal schools and teachers colleges adult education teachers and educational researchers
ultimately a history of the neglect of the american public school teacher and sadly teach ends with a plea and a message that ring loud and clear the plea that the current reform proposals for american teacher education the carnegie and the
holmes reports be heeded the message that the key to successful school reform lies in educating teacher s true professionals and in acknowledging them as such in their classrooms

The World Bank and Education 2012-01-01

abstract piagetian psychology offers an approach to education from a child development orientation piaget s concepts concerning learning development and motivation may be especially useful to teachers of children of average ability who
achieve below academic norms the background and social science context of jean piaget s life and work is described his conceptual framework for understanding the child in terms of stages of cognitive development is presented from these
developmental considerations come principles of 3 modes of learning operative figurative and connotative as they apply to school curricula and the achievement of classroom skills motivational dynamics extending from the piagetian
philosophy are examined classroom applications of this approach provide teachers with methods for assessing children s levels of cognitive development or analyzing curriculum materials the active classroom discusses how teachers can
implement piagetian insights in running school classrooms principles of classroom practice are derived from concepts of child growth and development

Herbart, and Education by Instruction (1907) 2008-06-01

excerpt from growth and education some years ago i became greatly interested in the ques tion how a child grows principal burk s monographs gave full information concerning growth in height and weight and concerning some of the
most important changes in the nervous system professor donaldson had told us of the growth of the brain concerning the growth of heart lungs and other organs i could find at first but little information i found an abundance of books
concerning diseases of children but not one attempting to give a complete account of the growth of all the systems in the normal or average child it looked as if we had been rearing and training our children without ever asking whether
the child entering school was merely a small edition of the adult or some thing quite different we seemed to have been attempt ing by education at home and at school to supply the child s needs without having first asked what those
needs were and whether they differed slightly or greatly at different ages about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Education and Psychology in Interaction 2002-11-01

this is a book about what many teachers know but are increasingly being prevented from talking about that real education always involves a risk the risk is there because as w b yeats has put it education is not about filling a bucket but
about lighting a fire it is there because students are not to be seen as objects to be moulded and disciplined but as subjects of action and responsibility the beautiful risk of education is organised around a critical discussion of seven key
educational concepts creativity communication teaching learning emancipation democracy and virtuosity by opposing the risk aversion that characterises many contemporary educational policies and practices gert j j biesta makes a strong
argument for giving risk a central place in our educational endeavours and brings risk taking to the forefront of a critical pedagogical practice
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And Sadly Teach 1989

paulo freire wrote that sometimes a simple almost insignificant gesture on the part of a teacher can have a profound formative effect on the life of a student sometimes of course this formative effect is not the result of a simple isolated
gesture but rather of a proactive and sustained series of gestures on the part of a teacher many of us have been deeply influenced by one or more teachers who have exercised a formative effect in our development as students and
individuals we remember these teachers with fondness tell their stories to our own children think of them with affection respect gratitude even reverence sometimes we recognized this influence as it was happening and we grew close
to these remarkable individuals keeping them in our lives even after we graduated from their classes often however they themselves were unaware of the influence they exercised over us for it was not until years passed that we
realized their effect if time and distance did not prevent it perhaps we found our way back to these educators and shared with them our appreciation and gratitude in this volume outstanding scholars in the fields of adolescence and
education provide short stories describing their most memorable teacher some provide the story on its own other follow it with a brief analysis drawn from theory and research in education psychology and human development to identify
key concepts and principles that apply in explaining why the selected teacher was so effective and memorable some write about one specific teacher others write about the qualities that they believe contribute to teaching excellence
including anecdotes from various teachers to support the qualities they identified each tells the story with an eye toward being accessible to a wide audience of readers one need not be an academic or an expert in education or psychology
to understand and find meaning in these stories in essence these are stories and analyses that capture just what it is that makes a particular teacher as our title describes unforgettable this book would be excellent for teacher preparation
courses educational psychology courses and for anyone who is interested in the art and science of teaching

Child Development and Education 1976

a collection that provides comprehensive coverage of a complex theme which is of interest to those involved in the fields of philosophy and education alike

Growth and Education (Classic Reprint) 2016-06-15

it is hard to say what is most notable about this book published first in 1931 1 albert jay nock s incredible disquisition on the real meaning of education and its role in a free society 2 that these lectures were given at a university as part of a
prestigious page barbour lecture series 3 that they were delivered at a public ivy school the university of virginia there is no way such a lecture series could appear on a campus of this sort today for in these lectures nock goes to the heart
of the matter of what is wrong with the structure of education in the united states the policy imposed by government of universal admissions on the theory that everyone is equally educable the book is made up of 14 lectures each one
building on the other he begins with an understanding of what it means to be an educated person he discusses the dissatisfaction of nearly everyone that us schools are not in fact turning out educated people he turns to reform movements
in education and provides a shocking round up of their history keep in mind that this is 1931 he then spells out the difference between training and education and how americans have completely overlooked the difference in the course of
seeking economic and social uplift for everyone our system is based upon the assumption popularly regarded as implicit in the doctrine of equality that everybody is educable this has been taken without question from the beginning it is
taken without question now the whole structure of our system the entire arrangement of its mechanics testifies to this even our truant laws testify to it for they are constructed with exclusive reference to school age not to school ability
when we attempt to run this assumption back to the philosophical doctrine of equality we cannot do it it is not there nothing like it is there the philosophical doctrine of equality gives no more ground for the assumption that all men are
educable than it does for the assumption that all men are six feet tall we see at once then that it is not the philosophical doctrine of equality but an utterly untenable popular perversion of it that we find at the basis of our educational system
he goes further to attack the idea that literacy alone is capable of preserving freedom and civilization he blasts the tendency to think that education is good so long as it encompasses the largest possible group no child left behind he says that
in fact a good educational institution should have very few students the range of radical thought here is nothing short of shocking from his claim that very few should be in college to the point that vastly more people are tenured as
professors than there should be again 1931 three factors have changed since he wrote first the practice of universal education has expanded beyond a point which nock himself could have imagined second the classical ideal of education has
become all but entirely unknown third the economy has ever less use for the skills that the university teaches so it has once again fallen back to private institutions to actually prepare people for a productive life in this case nock is more
relevant than ever before but beware only read this incredible book which was shocking in 1931 if you are prepared to completely rethink the basis of modern education
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The Beautiful Risk of Education 2014

critical theorist carlos alberto torres offers a political sociology of adult learning and education based on critical social theory and the always inspiring work of paulo freire empirically grounded and theoretically sophisticated this new book
follows the footsteps of his classic book published in the early nineties the politics of nonformal education in latin america torres book offers comparative and international sociological analyses of adult learning and education an area in which
there is an obsession with practice and an aversion to theory with some notable and laudable exceptions but which has the potential to provide avenues for social justice education in ways that no other systems and policies can this book
revitalizes social theory in education and provides ample evidence of the power of adult learning and education examining a variety of policy documents connected with the various adult education congresses promoted by the unesco
which are thoroughly scrutinized for what they bring to or omit from the policy agenda in the context of new developments in adult learning and education particularly the impact of multiple globalizations neoliberalism and the new
role of international organizations in reconceptualizing lifelong learning new evidence based research new narratives and the vibrancy of social movements striving for a new and possible world it is clear that new theoretical designs
were needed making this is a must read book

The Ones We Remember 2008-08-01

this volume is a path breaking contribution to the study of efforts of diaspora indigenous and minority groups broadly defined to use education formal and informal to sustain cultural continuity while grappling with the influences and
demands of wider globalizing nationalizing or other homogenizing and assimilatory forces particular attention is given to groups that use educational elements other than second language teaching alone in programs to sustain their
particular cultural traditions the focus of the book on cultural sustainability changes the nature of questions posed in multicultural education from those that address the opening of boundaries to issues of preserving boundaries in an open
yet sustainable way as forced and elective immigration trends are changing the composition of societies and the educational systems within them bringing a rich diversity of cultural experience to the teaching learning process diaspora
indigenous and minority groups are looking more and more for ways to sustain their cultures in the context of wider socio political influences this volume is a first opportunity to consider critically multicultural efforts in dialogue with
educational options that are culturally particularistic but at the same time tolerant academics will find this an excellent reference book practitioners will draw inspiration in learning of others efforts to sustain cultures and will engage in
critical reflection on their own work vis à vis that of others teachers will realize they do not stand alone in their educational efforts and will uncover new strategies and methodologies through which to approach their work

The Concept of Education (International Library of the Philosophy of Education Volume 17) 2010-02-25

this book addresses how western universities have constructed themselves as global providers of education and are driven to be globally competitive it examines how the term international has been exploited by the market in the form of
government educational policies and agencies host institutions academia and the mass media the book explores matters relating to the role of the english language in international education in general and the field of tesol in particular it
demonstrates how english and tesol have exercised their symbolic power coupled with the desire for international education to create convenient identities for international tesol students it also discusses the complexity surrounding and
informing these students painful yet sophisticated appropriation of and resistance to the convenient labels they are subjected to

The Church and Education 1939

what makes someone educated is it getting a perfect score on a standardized test or passing a prescribed curriculum is it landing a good job after high school in this book howard good answers these questions imaginatively using the
beloved movie classic the wizard of oz as a metaphor for the quest for a well rounded education it is the author s theory that the main characters in the story represent the four essential educational goals adding together what scarecrow tin
man lion and dorothy want brains a heart courage and a home respectively gives you a complete education features a chapter devoted to each character of the wizard of oz and the object of his or her quest an epilogue that examines what
kind of teacher the wizard is and how he could become a better one classroom activities that teachers can use to develop empathy moral courage a love of learning and a sense of belonging illustrated with many anecdotes from good s
experiences as a parent teacher and school board member the theory of oz challenges education s current preoccupation with testing and sorting students according to one national standard it provides inspiration as well as realistic advice for
teachers and others interested in empowering students
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The Theory of Education in the United States 2019-02-12

Fundamentals of education 1921

Political Sociology of Adult Education 2013-09-03

Barnard's American journal of education 1864

Cultural Education - Cultural Sustainability 2008-02-06

Desiring TESOL and International Education 2014-01-22

Life and Education in Early Societies 1949

The Theory of Oz 2005

Safety and Mobility Issues in Licensing and Education of Older Drivers 1980
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